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Abstract
Nanostructure-Mediated Launching and Detection of 2D Surface
Plasmons

by
Jared Day
Au nanoparticles deposited on a metallic film act as nanoantenna receivers and
transmitters for the coupling of free-space radiation into, and out of, 2D surface
plasmons. Nanosteps, sub-lO-nm gaps between metallic films of differing thickness, can
also launch and detect surface plasmons. In this thesis both types of structures are used to
locally launch propagating surface plasmon waves and probe their properties.
Nanoparticle-Iaunched surface plasmons emerge as two lobes of nominally 90 degree
angular width, propagating along the direction of incident polarization. Alternatively,
plasmons can be launched unidirectionally, by asymmetric illumination of a nanoparticle
receiver.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ability of small metallic nanoparticles to absorb and scatter electromagnetic
energy due to the excitation of their collective electronic resonances (surface plasmons)
has motivated the design and fabrication of new plasmonic nanostructures and has given
rise to numerous applications. The fact that localized plasmons of metallic nanoparticles
much smaller than the wavelength of light can be excited by direct optical illumination
has led to their incorporation in solar cells, [1,2,3] metamaterials, [4] photothermal
cancer therapy, [5] and subwavelength waveguiding. [6, 7] Optoelectronic device
developments have also benefited from the use of surface plasmons on extended
structures like metallic films. [8, 9] Due to the momentum mismatch between photons
and plasmons, surface plasmons cannot be directly excited on smooth metallic films. [10]
Prism-coupling techniques, [10, 11] near-field probes or light sources, [9, 12, 13] fast
electron excitation, [14] four-wave mixing, [15] gratings, [16] and individual nanoholes
[17] patterned on the surface of metallic films, have all been used to excite surface
plasmon-polaritons (SPP) in extended structures. In general, these methods may require
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additional optical devices or fabrication steps. It is therefore highly useful to identify
compact, robust methods for exciting and detecting surface plasmons (SPs) with simple
far-field optical techniques, which may facilitate the advancement of future plasmonbased devices.
In this thesis I report the use of two types of nanostructures that can be used for
direct excitation of surface plasmons with incident radiation. Individual metallic
nanopartic1es (NPs) deposited on the surface of metallic films can act as broadband
coupling and decoupling agents between photons and surface plasmons (Figure 1.1).
Ensemble measurements have shown that densely populated collections of nanopartic1es
sitting above metallic films can couple light into surface plasmon modes of the
underlying metallic film [18, 19], and individual nanopartic1es have been used to couple
light both into and out of surface plasmon modes of subwavelength nanowires. [6,20,21,
22,23,24] Here we show that plasmonic nanopartic1es can act as "receivers", launching
surface plasmons by direct optical excitation, and "transmitters", converting surface
plasmons into free-space optical waves. Asymmetric nanogaps, or "nanosteps", sub-lOnm discontinuities fabricated into metallic films, can also receive and transmit light,
launching and detecting surface plasmons propagating on the metallic film (Figure 1.1).
These structures also allow us to study the excitation characteristics and the propagation
properties of surface pi as mons launched by these local optical excitation methods.
Studying these simple excitation and detection geometries may lead to the development
of photon-to-plasmon or plasmon-to-photon nanophotonic components.
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Figure 1.1. (A) Side View schematic of experimental geometry. Closely spaced metallic
slabs attached to a wafer (covered with 200 nm of Si02) using a 5 nm Ti adhesion layer
(red). Individual NPs (400 - 800 nm) bound to the surface of the slabs are used to excite
and detect SPPs. NP-mediated SPPs detected via NP and "nanostep" junction scattering
(B and C, respectively). (D) Nanostep-mediated SPPs detected via NP scattering.

Chapter 2

Structure Fabrication and Assembly

2.1. Nanostep Fabrication
Two adjacent Au metallic films of finite (20 - 40 Ilm) width, separated by a
nanostep junction with a width of less than 10 nm, were fabricated using molecular
lithography. [25] This method uses a molecular resist consisting of electrostatically
assembled self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) interconnected by metal ions to define the
separation distance between two smooth metallic films sequentially patterned by
photolithography on a Si wafer covered with a 200 nm thick thermal oxide. An initial 5
nm/I80 nm thick TilAu metallic film was patterned using photolithography and deposited
with e-beam evaporation at a rate of 1-2 Als. Solution phase deposition was then used to
bind monolayers of mercaptohexadecanoic acid, HS(CH2)ISCOOH, approximately 2 nm
thick, on the surface of the first metallic film through the strong electrostatic attraction of
the Au-S bond. Two additional SAMs, were then sequentially attached to the metallic
film by alternately depositing a linking species of copper ions (Cu2+) between each SAM
[26] to define an approximately 6 nm lift-off mask for subsequent metal deposition. To
9
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avoid damaging the protective SAM mask and to obtain more reliable lift-off results the
second Ti/Au film partially overlapped the first film with a reduced thickness (T2

~ 1; )
3

and was deposited at a slower rate (.5 Ns). Once the second thinner Ti/Au film, (5 nml60
nm), was lithographically patterned to overlap the first film, the multi-layer SAM mask
was chemically removed by immersion in a photoresist stripper, (ACT935, Doe and
Ingalls), at 55°C for approximately 25 minutes. Better lift-off results were obtained by
rinsing the structure in milli-Q water before immersing it in ethanol followed by
sonication for 15 seconds. Nanostep structures were rinsed and dried with milli-Q water,
then N2 gas. This lift-off process leaves behind only the adjacent portion of the second
film separated from the first film by a distance equal to the thickness of the multi-layer
SAM mask.

2.2. Nanoparticle synthesis
Au nanoparticles were then randomly dispersed and immobilized on the adjacent
metallic films functionalized with poly(4-vinyl pyridine) (PVP) (Sigma-Aldrich). [27,28]
The metallic films were functionalized by immersion in a 1% PVP solution in ethanol for
8 hrs resulting in a PVP adhesion layer approximately 4 nm thick. [29]
These large Au nanoparticles (ca. 400 - 800 nm in diameter) were synthesized
according to a simple procedure. A 50 mL aqueous solution of 0.8M L-ascorbic acid
(reagent grade, fine crystal, Fisher Scientific) was directly added under stirring to 50 mL
aqueous solution of 1% HAuCl4 (Sigma-Aldrich), which was aged for 2-3 weeks.
Quickly, a 50 mL diluted PVP solution was then added to coat the newly formed
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nanoparticles to protect from particle aggregation. This PVP solution was prepared by
dissolving .354 g in approximately 20 mL of ethanol and diluted with milli-Q water until
the final volume reached 50 mL. The solution color turns immediately to a dark redbrown, indicating the formation of well-defined, three-dimensional structures. The Au
nanoparticles, coated with a finite amount of PVP, were washed and re-suspended in
milli-Q water via centrifugation.

2.3. Experimental Setup
By depositing Au nanoparticles on the adjacent nanostep-separated metallic films,
this structure was capable of supporting several distinct "receiver - transmitter"
configurations for exciting and detecting surface plasmons with far-field optics. Figure
1.1 shows three receiver - transmitter configurations: NP mediated in-coupling of photons
into surface plasmons combined with NP mediated out-coupling of surface plasmons to
photons, NP-NP, (Figure l.IB), NP mediated in-coupling combined with nanostep
mediated out-coupling, NP-Nanostep, (Figure l.IC), and nanostep mediated incoupling combined with NP mediated out-coupling, Nanostep-NP, (Figure l.ID).
Experimental structures were excited using a diffraction-limited laser spot (either 785 or
980 nm) focused by an inverted optical microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200 MAT). The
polarization of the incident light was controlled using a linear polarizer followed by a
half-wave plate. The polarized, collimated laser beam was directed into the microscope
using a half-silvered mirror and focused in the image plane using an WOX objective lens
(Zeiss, NA = 0.9) in an epi-illumination configuration. The sample was positioned using
a piezoelectric stage (Nanonics Imaging Ltd.). Photons scattered from the sample were
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detected using a CCD (Axiocam MRm, 1388 X 1040 pixels, spectral range 350-1000
nm).

Chapter 3

Optical Characterization of Nanostep
Junctions

3.1. Polarization Dependent Excitation of Surface Plasmons
We first investigate the far-field excitation of surface plasmons through a single
NP-film site and the subsequent scattering of surface plasmons back into photons at
remote NP-film sites (Figure 3.1A-B). Despite numerous studies describing the strong
electromagnetic interaction of a plasmonic nanopartic1e near the surface of a metallic film
[19,29,30,31,32,33] little work has been done to analyze the propagation properties of
the resulting 2D film plasmon waves that are launched from a NP-film site. A single
nanopartic1e, (400 nm diameter), resting on a thin layer ofPVP attached to an 180 nm
thick Au film is used to couple a normal incidence 785 nm laser into the surface
plasmons of the underlying film. The nanopartic1e breaks the symmetry of the metallic
film, allowing the incident light to excite surface plasmons through the nanopartic1e
induced virtual state. [24, 27, 28] In essence this coupling results from the Coulomb
13
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interaction of the light-induced polarization charge of the nanopartic1e and the local
surface charges of surface plasmons of the underlying film. This coupling is not a
resonant phenomenon and does not require the excitation of a nanopartic1e plasmon
mode. [24,27,28] The propagation lobes launched from a single NP-film site show a
strong polarization dependence, which can be detected by observing the scattered
intensity from the nearby nanopartic1es. This surface plasmon-scattered intensity is
measured from remote nanopartic1e sites in Figure 3.IB. We disregarded light scattering
within an extended radius around the laser focus determined by an intensity threshold
value to better distinguish nanopartic1e scattering from the laser focus. Outside of our
threshold-extended laser spot size we identified nanopartic1e scattering locations as peak
scattering sites that correlated to the physical location of nanopartic1e sites, as seen in a
corresponding brightfield image (Figure 3.IA), and contained less than a 5%
measurement error (when polarized for maximum scattering intensity) with respect to the
background intensity level. Both NP 2 and NP 3 show the highest scattering intensity
(Figure 3.IC) when the polarization angle aligns with the direction of the respective
nanopartic1e in reference to the excitation site (NP 1). We observe that the NP-mediated
coupling of the incident field to plasmons leads to film plasmon propagation that is
peaked in the direction of the polarization of the incident light. The azimuthal pattern of
the outgoing plasmons is similar to that of a dipole scatterer. This polarization
dependence is similar to what has been observed when SPPs are launched from nanohole
point sources [34] and when using local illumination from a NSOM tip. [35,36]
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Figure 3.1. (A) Brightfield image of randomly deposited NPs on 180 nm Au film. NP 2
& 3 are oriented -106° & 140° clockwise from NP 1, respectively. (B) Optical image of
785 nm laser incident on NP 1 excites maximum SPP scattering at NPs 2 & 3 for
polarization angles of 106° and 140°, respectively. Polarization angle oriented at 130°.
(C) Polarization dependent scattering of SPPs . • shows SPPs excited at NP 1 and
scattered at NP 2; 1~ 2. .. shows SPPs excited at NP 1 and scattered at NP 3; 1~ 3 . •
shows SPPs excited at NP 2 and scattered at NP 1; 2~ 1. Solid lines are best-fit sinusoid
curves.

The amplitude of the scattering intensity of the out-coupled light is dependent on
nanoparticle size. This is seen in Figure 3.1C, where we compare the scattering intensities
for SPs launched at NP 1 and detected at NP 2 (1 ~2, black, . ) and the opposite scenario
of exciting at NP 2 and measuring at NP 1 (2~ 1, red, . ). Here we see that the intensity
of the scattered light from NP 2 is approximately twice that detected from NP 1. While
the far-field scattering cross sections of nanoparticles are well understood, [37] these
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initial measurements indicate that the far-field to SP and the SP to far-field scattering
processes, not unexpectedly, are likely to follow very different scaling laws. It is an
interesting observation that in this case the larger far-field signal correlates with the
larger nanopartic1e "transmitter", not the largest free-space nanopartic1e "receiver".
Increasing nanopartic1e size results in both a redshifting of the nanopartic1e-film virtual
state, and in the increased probability for excitation of higher order nanopartic1e modes.
Both effects would modify the efficiency of each process, and depending on the
frequency of the excitation laser could result in enhanced surface plasmon-to-free space
coupling for the larger nanopartic1e.
The peak scattering intensity measurements between NPs 1 and 2 are greater than
the scattering intensity measured at NP 3 (1---+3, blue, .A.) due to the increased distance of
NP 3 from the excitation site at NP 1 in comparison with the distance between NP 2 and
NP 1
The directionality of surface plasmon propagation on a metallic film for
nanopartic1e mediated in-coupling can also be observed by monitoring the surface
plasmon scattering intensity from discontinuities such as the edges of a metallic film.
Sharp discontinuities in a metallic film decrease the momentum of the surface plasmons,
enabling them to scatter into photons. Figure 3.2 shows nanopartic1e-mediated surface
plasmon excitation at a wavelength of 785 nm from a nanopartic1e (533 nm in diameter)
that results in SPP scattering from two orthogonal edges of a 180 nm thick Au film. As
the polarization angle is rotated, the surface plasmon scattering is redirected from the
bottom edge to the right edge (Figure 3.2A-C). Maximum plasmon scattering from either
the right or bottom edge should occur when the polarization angle is perpendicular to the
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edges, directed along the shortest distance to the respective edge. However, due to the
small structural variations of the nanopartic1e and surface roughness of the underlying
film, maximum scattering occurs slightly off the perpendicular axis in this case (Figure
3.2D). Total edge scattering intensity was obtained by integrating the intensities from a
20-pixel rectangular area, within 40° of the excitation site, in the image surrounding each
edge. This shows that nanopartic1e-mediated surface plasmon excitation can address
extended structures in specific directions controlled by input polarization angle, a
property that could enable the excitation of multiple emitters by surface plasmons in the
same directional cone.
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Figure 3.2. Polarization dependent edge scattering measurements. Changes in
polarization angle redirects the maximum intensity along nearby uncoupled edges.
Images (A), (B), and (C) show the corresponding edge response to 10°, 90°, and 150°
polarizations, respectively. (D) Intensity verses polarization angle for scattering at the
bottom edge (_) and right edge (. ). Solid lines are best-fit sinusoid curves. Scale bar
indicates 5 ~m.

Similar to a film edge, a nanostep junction between two adjacent metallic films is
also a discontinuity that can serve as a conversion site for surface plasmons into photons
(Figure 3.3). We compare the scattering intensity from a nanostep as a function of
polarization angle for nanopartic1e in-coupling sites positioned at different distances from
the nanostep. The surface plasmons were optically excited through individual
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nanoparticles labeled as NP 1 (534 nm diameter) and NP 2 (765 nm diameter) on a thick
metallic film (180 nm) using a 785 nm laser (Figure 3.3A). The cumulative scattering
from the nanostep was measured as the integrated scattering intensity within a 10 pixel
rectangular area around the nanostep (Figure 3.3B). As for the edge in Figure 3.2,
maximum intensity occurs for polarization perpendicular to the nanostep, confirming that
the direction of the surface plasmons launched from a nanoparticle is in the direction of
incident polarization. Figure 3.3B also shows the attenuation of surface plasmons
detected at the nanostep when launched from nanoparticles at two different distances
from the step (this is discussed in greater detail below).
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Figure 3.3. Nanostep scattering of NP-mediated SPPs. (A) Brightfield and SEM images
of device and NPs. NP 1 and 2 are -20 !lm and 10 !lm from the nanostep junction. (B)
Step scattering as a function of polarization angle for both NP~film excitation sites.
Peak scattering occurs when E-field is oriented perpendicular to the nanostep.

3.2. Asymmetric Excitation of Surface Plasmons
The asymmetric launching of SPPs from a nanoparticle-mediated coupling site
can also occur when the laser spot illuminates only a portion of the physical cross section
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of the nanoparticle (Figure 3.4). Scattering images show that the same nanoparticle incoupling site (765 nm diameter) on the thick portion of the two adjacent films (180 nm)
can preferentially launch SPPs in two opposing directions. Depending on placement of
the laser focusing spot on the nanoparticle, surface plasmons can be launched to the left,
toward multiple nanoparticle scatterers on the left portion of the film (Figure 3.4A, B) or
to the right towards the nanostep (Figure 3.4C, D) for the same polarization angle (90°).
This position-dependent coupling of free-space optical waves to propagating surface
plasmons causes a 2D surface propagation lobe that is predominately inclined towards the
brighter side of the nanoparticle (Figure 3.4A,C). This directional plasmon excitation is
accessible for larger nanoparticles such as those used here (for particle diameters of the
same order or greater than the half wavelength of the excitation laser), where changing
the position of the laser spot alters the optical field gradients at the illuminated
nanoparticle. This addressability may be important in applications, such as directional
plasmon routing controlled by positioning of both the excitation beam and the
nanostructure launch site.
Surface plasmons are also transmitted across a sub-l 0 nm film gap. Directing
SPPs toward the nanostep junction allows it to be used as a scattering site for detecting
SPPs as shown previously (Figure 3.3B). In addition SPPs can also "tunnel" across the
nanostep junction because of the high near-field coupling between two closely spaced
metallic films. The transmission of surface plasmons between metallic films can be
verified by the observation of plasmon scattering at multiple nanoparticle sites on the
thinner metallic film (60 nm) located to the right of the excitation site on the thick
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metallic film in Figure 3.4D. The transmission of SPPs across the nanostep is possible
despite the large (3: 1) thickness disparity between the two films.

A

1f1T

c
11 11

Figure 3.4. Film plasmons launched asymmetrically from a single NP-film site in two
opposite directions. Schematic and optical scattering image of SPPs launched left towards
the NPs on the thick slab (A,B) and right towards the nanostep junction and the thin slab
(C,D).

3.3. Surface Plasmon Decay Length
Observing the scattering from multiple NP-film sites, (Figure 3.SA-C), at
different distances from the excitation site enabled us to measure the wavelength
dependent propagation distance, L spp ' of the surface plasmons on Au films decorated with
randomly positioned nanopartic1es. The propagation distance for surface plasmons is
defined as the distance where the intensity of the SPP mode falls to 1/ e of its initial
value. The scattered intensity from multiple nanopartic1es as a function of distance from
excitation sites was measured using nanopartic1e-mediated in-coupling (Figure 3.SA, C)
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as well as nanostep-mediated in-coupling (Figure 3.SB). Nanopartic1es within a 30° solid
angle trajectory away from the excitation site were monitored to determine the
propagation length, to minimize contributions to propagation loss due to plasmon
scattering from film edges. Scattering measurements for individual nanopartic1es were
plotted as a function of distance from the center of the laser spot and fit with an
exponential
(3.1)

to determine

Lspp

for each configuration (Figure 3.SD-F).
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Figure 3.5. Scattering images for different "excitation~transmitter" configurations (AC) with corresponding plots of SPP scattering of indi vidual NPs as a function of distance
from the laser spot (D-F). Exponential fits are plotted in solid lines. 785 nm laser excites
NP~NP configuration (A,D) and Nanostep~NP (B,E). NP~NP configuration excited
at 980 nm wavelength (C,F). All images are shown with a polarization angle of 90°.
Insets show schematics for each configuration.
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Using a single plasmonic nanostep structure, three different configurations were
chosen to measure the intensity of the surface plasmon scattering from remote
nanoparticle sites (Figure 3.5A-C). The nanoparticle in-coupling and nanoparticle outcoupling configuration excited at 785 nm (Figure 3.5A) used individual nanoparticles as
discrete remote scattering sites of surface plasmon energy displaced from a left-partially
eclipsed excitation nanoparticle (765 nm in diameter). The nanoparticles to the left of the
excitation site were excited by asymmetrically launching plasmons to that side of the
structure. The plasmon decay length, L spp ' determined from the distance-dependent
intensities of six nanoparticle scattering sites, was measured to be 3.5 ± 1.7

~m

(Figure

3.5A). The proximity of the laser focus to the nanoparticles in Figure 3.5A may have led
to an additional contribution to the measured scattering intensity for the particles, and as
a systematic source of error may have contributed to the lower-than expected value of the
propagation distance obtained in this analysis. However, SPPs excited at the same
wavelength in the nanostep in-coupling and nanoparticle out-coupling configuration,
Nanostep---+NP, measured a similar propagation length of 3.21 ± 0.67

~m

with

nanoparticles much further from the laser focus (Figure 3.5B). The width ofthe
nanostep, being much smaller than the half-wavelength of any laser in the near-infrared
spectrum, couples poorly to the 785 nm laser and only excites a strong surface plasmon
wave when the laser is off gap center, in the direction of one of the films. Surface
plasmon scattering was therefore detectable only from nanoparticle scattering sites on
one film at a time. Nanostep mediated in-coupling was observed to produce a much
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stronger plasmon wave, as monitored by nanopartic1e out-coupling, for the thicker film
than for the thinner film.
The experimentally measured propagation distances for all three configurations
are measured to be smaller by a factor of approximately 2 when compared with the
calculated propagation distance of surface plasmons on a smooth Au film covered with a
dielectric layer. [10] The propagation length measured in our structure is dependent not
only on film quality and intrinsic damping, but is also affected by additional loss due to
in-plane and radiative scattering from the densely populated nanopartic1es that allow us to
measure the surface plasmon propagation characteristics. The extent to which
nanostructure transmitter and receiver structures induce loss in the propagating surface
plasmons by virtue of their size and position is a topic for further, systematic study.
Surface plasmon scattering from nanopartic1es on both coupled films can more
easily be seen at longer wavelengths where Au films are less absorbing (Figure 3.5C).
The transmission of surface plasmons between films of different heights allowed us to
measure the propagation length for both films simultaneously using nanopartic1e
scattering. Utilizing a 980 nm laser to excite the same nanopartic1e (765 nm diameter)
used in Figure 3.5A the measured values of

Lspp

for both the thick and thin metallic films

were determined to be 10.09 ± 3.64 flm and 9.39 ± 1.23 flm, respectively. The
propagation loss is slightly greater for the case where the plasmon is excited on the
thicker film and traverses to the thinner film. These measurements may provide a
method for quantifying propagation losses at nanosteps or similar types of structures. In
this case, the surface plasmon is observed on both the thick and the thin film sides of the
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nanopartic1e (Figure 3.5C), which is due to the longer plasmon propagation length for
this excitation wavelength.

Chapter 4

Summary

These experiments have shown that nanopartic1e- and nanostep-mediated
coupling of free space optical waves into and out of surface modes of a plasmonic film
are effective ways to locally excite and interrogate surface plasmons. The NP-film
coupling results a broad virtual state, [29] allowing the nanopartic1e to function as a
nanoantenna that can both couple free-space radiation into surface plasmon modes and
scatter propagating surface plasmons into free-space radiation. Standard approaches for
SPP excitation such as prism coupling in a Kretschmann geometry, the use of periodic
structures such as gratings and arrays, or the recently reported use of four-wave mixing,
typically result in unidirectional launching of surface plasmons. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16] Unlike these approaches, nanopartic1e-based SPP launching is local to the
nanopartic1e site, easily directed by rotation of the incident light polarization, and can be
either unidirectional or bidirectional, depending on the relative position of the laser focus
with respect to the nanopartic1e antenna. Further development of these types of highly
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compact nanopartic1e-film transmitters and receivers may lead to new methods for the
coupling of optical signals to on-chip networks capable of performing logic or
computational functions, then transmit the outcome off-chip, back into free space.
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